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This application is a continuation-in-part of applica
tion
Serial No. 210,358, filed July 17, 1962, now aban
doned.
The present invention relates to sewing machines of the
general type having a main feed dog and an auxiliary
feed dog, and main and auxiliary setting shafts therefore,
for controlling the work feed stroke or stitching length
in accordance with the angular position of said shafts.
I More particularly, the invention is concerned with dif
ferential feed control mechanism of the type shown and
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There is further provided in accordance with the in

the first control shaft and a second control member

mounted upon the second control shaft, one of said mem

10

The invention, both as to the foregoing and related as
be better understood from the following detailed descrip
tion of a preferred embodiment, taken in conjunction with
the accompanying drawing forming part of this specifica

well as ancillary objects and novel aspects thereof, will

tion and in which:

FIG. 1 is a front view of a sewing machine embodying

main and differential feed control and indicator mecha

nism constructed in accordance with the principles of the

invention; and
FIG. 2 is a perspective and partly "exploded” view
showing in greater detail the construction of the feed
stroke control and indicator mechanism of FIG. 1 for
independently varying both the main and differential feed
strokes in accordance with the invention.
Like reference numerals denote like parts and elements
in both views of the drawing.
With the foregoing objects in view, the invention in
... volves generally the provision, in conjunction with a sew
ing machine of the type having a main feed dog and an
auxiliary feed dog and main and auxiliary feed stroke

ing pointer and the other member carrying a scale ar
ranged for cooperation with said pointer and being cali
brated in positive and negative feed stroke differentials
between the auxiliary and main feeds dogs of the machine,

relative angular position of said main and auxiliary con- .

trol and setting shafts in accordance with a desired feed

differential indicated by said scale and remaining constant
for varying main feed stroke settings or stitching length
adjustments effected by means of a separate stitch con
troller.

-

The feed stroke setting shafts may be coupled with one.
another through a spring or the like yielding coupling

means for the simultaneous control and indication of the

trol.

bers terminating in or having secured thereto an indicat

as determined by the relative rotative adjustment or set
ting of said control shafts or said setting shafts, respec
tively. Further means are provided for the relative set
ting and locking of said control members at a desired

provision of simplified and efficient control and indicator

above the base plate so as to be in the direct viewing field
of the operator; and which will enable the differential feed
stroke adjustment to be carried out separately and inde
pendently of the main feed stroke or stitching length con

2
upright portion of the machine housing. The main and
auxiliary setting shafts and the associated control shafts
are adjusted in synchronism by the provision of suitable
linkage or the like motion-transmitting means connecting
the respective shafts.

vention a first control or adjusting member mounted upon

described in copending application Serial No. 179,613,
filed on March 14, 1962, by the same applicants, now
Patent No. 3,160,127 and entitled Arrangement. In Sew
ing Machines Having a Main Feed Dog and an Auxiliary
Feed Dog for Adjusting the Differential Feed.
An important object of the present invention is the

main feed stroke of both the main and auxiliary feed
dogs, as well as for the setting and indication of the feed
stroke differential between said dogs, the latter adjust
ment being substantially independent of the main feed
stroke or stitching length control.
Among the more specific objects of the invention is the
provision of feed stroke differential control and indicating
mechanism which can be accurately and securely set or
adjusted for both positive and negative feed stroke dif
ferentials between the auxiliary and the main feed dogs,
respectively, such as for effecting either shirring or stretch
ing of the material being sewn, with the aid of a simple
adjusting or indicating scale; which mechanism and indi
cator means may be mounted at a desired position remote
from the feed dogs of the sewing machine, preferably
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means, in such a manner as to cause a resilient engage
ing a differential feed control between upper and lower
limit values, to produce different shirring actions during
the same sewing operation or for achieving any similar
purpose as will be understood.
ment of said first and second control members, for effect

30

As a consequence, by the use of mechanism according

to the invention the absolute feed stroke differential may
35

be controlled with the aid of said control members and

indicating scale substantially independently of the main

feed stroke or Stitching length adjustment, in a manner as

will become further apparent as the following description
proceeds.
" ...
According to a preferred embodiment of the invention,

as shown by the drawing, the first control member may
comprise a follower element in the form of a radial exten
sion or pawl extending from said first control shaft, to
form an abutment, and terminating in an indicating
pointer, and the second control member may be com
prised of a U-shaped limiting member engaging a second
follower upon said second control shaft and having a
central portion rotatably mounted upon said shaft and
having a pair of parallel arms having mounted therein in
relative aligned position a pair of set screws arranged to
engage the opposite faces of said first follower element,
one of said arms carrying a scale arranged to cooperate
with said pointer. By setting both said screws to engage
said first follower element, the control shafts and, in turn,
the setting shafts may be adjusted angularly relative to
one another, to control the feed stroke differential as in

dicated by said scale. By the provision of two set screws

engaging the opposite faces of said follower element, the
differential feed stroke adjustment may be set and secured
accurately against displacement by vibration during the
60 operation of the machine.
In order, furthermore, to equalize or control the pres
sure exerted by said screws, the central portion of said
limiting member may be connected to the second control
shaft
through a yielding coupling or connection.com
65 prising a pair of parallel overload lugs each having one
end pivotally connected to said central portion and have
ing their free ends coupled through a tension spring, in
setting shafts therefore, of first and second rotatable and such a manner as to cause said lugs to engage both said
concentric
control shafts which may be mounted at a second follower and a further stop or alignment member
point remote from said feed dogs, such as above the bed 70 extending from said limiting member. As a consequence
or base plate of the machine and within the standard or the limiting member will be maintained in a positio
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4.
3.
Hereinafter
the
drive
and
control means intervening
relative to said second control shaft varying only in
between the setting shafts 8 and 30 and the main and
accordance with the angular position of said shaft, for
auxiliary feed dogs 9 and 3; will be described. While
the adjustment of the feed stroke differential, while allow
these mechanisms, shown by way of example, do not
ing it to yield or take up excess pressure by said Screws
or other stresses imposed upon the adjusting mechanism 5 directly concern the subject of the invention, the descrip
tion thereof is believed to contribute to the better under
during operation.
Standing of the invention.
Referring to the drawing, the numeral indicates the
Rotatively Supported by the plate 2 in spaced relation
upright portion of the housing of a conventional sewing
from and parallel to the setting shafts 8 and 30 is a
machine having journalled therein a control shaft 3 to
which is secured a follower 4 having a depending follower O continuously rotating drive shaft 37 being driven through
a belt or the like (not shown) from the main drive or
pawl or extension 5, on the one hand, and a lever or
armshaft of the sewing machine, as indicated by the
crank 6, on the other hand. Lever 6 is linked by way
curved arrow in the drawing. Secured to the shaft 37 are
of a pull rod 7 to one end of a double-arm lever E6 being
a pair of cams or eccentrics 38 and 39 embraced by eccen
secured to the setting shaft 8 of the auxiliary feed dog 9,
tric rods or can bars 49 and 41, respectively.
said shaft being journalled in the base or plate 2 of the
Further mounted upon the plate 2 parallel and in
machine. Rotatively mounted upon the control shaft 3
spaced relation to the shaft 37 are a pair of concentric
near the front of the upright 1 is a U-shaped limiting
oscillating or rockshafts 42 and 43 with the inner shaft
member 13 having a pair of arms or extensions 11 and 12.
43 extending from both ends of the outer shaft 42. Con
Besides, a tacking key is secured to the projecting outer
end of the shaft 3 the purpose of which will be described 20 nected to the rockshaft 42 is a fork-shaped lever or crank
44 to which is linked the feed bar 45 of the main feed
later.
dog 31 and, similarly, connected to the rockshaft 43 is
Secured to the arm 12 of the member 13 is a scale mem
a fork-shaped lever 46 to which is linked the feed bar
ber or plate i7 being provided with a "--' scale indicating
the feed differential during shirring of the material, a 47 of the auxiliary feed dog 9. The feed bars 45 and 47
“0” mark for ordinary stitching or equal feed strokes

of the main and auxiliary feed dogs, and a “-' scale
indicating the feed differential during stretching of the
material, as will become further apparent as the following
description proceeds.
Rotatively mounted upon the limiting member 13 by

25

30

means of Screws 9 are a pair of overload lugs or exten
sions 18 having their free ends coupled through a tension

are provided at their front ends with forks 48 and 49

being engaged by lifting cams 51 and 52, respectively,
which are mounted upon a shaft 50 advantageously driven
from the main drive shaft 37, in a manner readily under
stood. As a consequence, the feed bars 45 and 47 and,
in turn, the feed dogs 3A and 9 are subjected to combined
feed and lifting movements by the cranks 44, 46 and

cans 51, 52, whereby to effect an intermittent work
machines.

spring 20 in such a manner as to urge the pawl 5 of

feed in a manner customary with conventional sewing

ment or extension 2 of the member 13 or, in other
Words, to cause the lugs 8 to engage the lateral faces

Secured to the free end 53 of the angularly bent eccen
tric rod 40 is a pin or gudgeon 54 by which are rotatively

in this manner a flexible connection between the member

55 is furthermore linked by means of a pin 57 to a setting

the follower 4 into a position of alignment with an abut

supported a pair of links or levers 55 and 56. Lever

of both the pawl 5 and extension 25. There is provided

lever or crank 58, the latter being secured to the Setting
shaft 30 of the main feed dog 31. Similarly, lever 56
is linked through a pin 59 to a setting lever or crank
se which is secured to the rockshaft 42 of the main feed

13 and shaft 3, on the one hand, while assuring an accu
rate relative alignment therebetween at the different rela
tive angular positions or settings of said shafts, as will
become further apparent from the following.
Rotatively mounted upon the control shaft 3 is a fur
ther hollow control shaft 22 to which is secured a fol
lower 23 having a pawl 24 extending in the upward

og 31.

Secured to the free end 61 of the eccentric rod 41

is a pin or gudgeon 62 by which are Supported a pair
of links or levers 63 and 64. Lever 63 is, in turn, linked
through a pin 65 to a setting crank 66 mounted upon
the setting shaft 8 of the auxiliary feed dog 9. Similarly,

direction between the ends of a pair of set or adjusting
screws 5 and 16 mounted in the arms
and 2 of
the member 13, said pawl terminating in a pointer 25
arranged to cooperate with the scale 17.

lever 64 is linked through a pin 67 with a setting lever

gog gunted
upon the rockshaft 43 of the auxiliary feed
9.

Secured to the hollow shaft 22 is a double-arm stitch
control lever 26 to the arm 27 of which is linked one

end of a pull rod or bar 28 having its opposite end linked
to a double-arm lever 29 which is secured to the setting
shaft 30 of the main feed dog 31 of the sewing machine,
shaft 30 being journalled in the base or plate 2. A
torsion Spring 32 engaging the plate 2, on the one hand,
and engaging the lever 29, on the other hand, serves to
urge the setting shaft 30 in a direction such as to cause
the ball-shaped end 35 of the remaining arm of lever
26 to engage the cam 33 of a main stitch control or
Setting disk 34 which serves to adjust the feed stroke
of the main feed dog and which is advantageously rota
tively mounted in the side wall of the upright it, as shown
in FIG. 1.
The remaining arms of the levers 10 and 29 secured to

In the following the operation of the feed stroke con
trol
and differential feed mechanism will be described
in detail.
The main feed stroke or stitching length adjustment for
both feed dogs 9 and 32 is effected by rotation of the con

trol disk 34 which may be provided with a scale (not
shown) indicating the main feed stroke or Stitching length
60

Setting shafts 8 and 30 which are, in turn, controlled by
the relative adjusting position of the stitch control lever
26 and control cam 33. The ball-shaped end 35 of the
lever 26 is continuously urged against the can surface 33

by the action of the tortion spring 32 on the setting shaft
30 and by way of the connecting rod 28, in such a man
ner as to cause the Stitch control lever 26 together with

the setting shafts 8 and 30, respectively, are connected

with one another through a coupling spring 36 opposing
the action of the spring 32, in respect to the action of
the Springs on the auxiliary setting shaft 8, and serving
to rotate the setting shaft 8 of the auxiliary feed dog 9
into the position of the setting shaft 30 of the main feed
dog 31, as well as to cause the set screw 16 mounted in
the arm 12 to resiliently engage the pawl or extension
24 of the follower 25 via the lever 10, rod 7, lever 6,
coupling 4, 5, lugs 18, and arm 12.

in millimeters or any other suitable units. The feed
stroke is determined by the angular positions of the

70

75

the hollow shaft 22 and its follower 23 and pointer 25
to be rotated with the setting shaft 30 to an extent deter
mined by the cam 33 or adjustment of the control disk 34.

Simultaneously with this rotation, the control shaft 3 is
rotated through the same angle by way of the limiting
member 3 carrying the scale 17 and the coupling 4, 5,
18, 20, 21, while the same rotation is imparted upon to
the Setting shaft 8 by way of the lever 6, rod 7 and lever
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10. In other words, adjustment of the stitch control disk
34 causes an equal rotation of both the control shaft 3

to assume an angular position such as to impart to the

and control shaft 22, on the one hand, and of the setting
shafts 8 and 30 and setting cranks 58 and 66, on the other

hand, whereby to result in identical feed strokes of the
auxiliary and main feed dogs 9 and 31, respectively.

More particularly, FIG. 2 shows the setting shafts 8
and 30 in the position of "zero' feed of the feed dogs 9
and 31. In this position, the rotary axes of the levers 55
and 56 or of the pins 57 and 59 are aligned with one an
other as shown in the drawing. Similarly, the axes of
the levers 63 and 64 or of the pins 65 and 67 are aligned
in this position of the control mechanism, whereby the
reciprocating motions of the eccentric rods 40 and 41
being rigidly connected with the pins 54 and 62 cause

5

set screws 15 and 16 mounted in the arms 11 and 12 of

O

cause the levers 65 and 67 to be subjected to a pure oscil

the cranks 60 and 68, thus causing the rockshafts 42 and
43 and, in turn, the feed dogs 9 and 31 to be at rest or
standstill.
On the other hand, rotation of the setting shafts 8 and
30 in the manner described by means of the control disk
34 causes the pins or axes 57 and 65 to be displaced rela
tive to the pins or axes 59 and 67 by the setting levers 53
and 66, respectively, with the result that, during reciproca
tion of the eccentric rods 40 and 41, the levers 55 and 63
retain their pure oscillating movement about pins 57 and
65, while the levers 56 and 64, besides oscillating about
the pins 59 and 67, are subjected to additional stroke
movements being imparted, by way of the levers 60 and
68, to the rockshafts 43 and 42 and, in turn, to the feed
dogs 31 and 9, respectively, whereby said dogs are oper

ated through equal feed movements in accordance with
the adjustment of the control disk 34. At the same time,

consequence, for this adjustment the feed stroke differen
tial between the main feed dog 31 and the auxiliary feed

20 dog 9 will remain the same, that is, one millimeter, inde

pendently of the main feed stroke adjustment by the
disk 34. If now a temporary feed stroke differential of

greater than one millimeter is desired, that is, if a some
what greater degree of shirring is to be produced, the set
25

30

35

the feed bars 45 and 47 are subjected to a lifting move
ment by the action of the cams 51 and 52, to result in the
required rectangular operating path of said dogs in either
the forward or reverse direction, depending upon the
sense of displacement of the pins or axes 57 and 65 from
the pins or axes 59 and 67 in respect to the "zero" feed
position shown in the drawing. The greater the langular
displacement of the disk 34, the greater will be the dis 45
tance or misalignment between the pins 57, 59 and 65, 67
and, in turn, the greater the oscillating amplitudes of the
rockshafts 42 and 43 or of main feed strokes of the dogs
31 and 9, respectively. The main feed stroke may thus
be varied equally and continuously to produce stitches of
a desired length in either the forward or reverse sewing
directions.
In order to produce a shirring effect on the material
being sewn, it is necessary for the auxiliary feed dog 9 to
have a greater feed stroke than the main feed dog 31. 5 5
For this purpose, the set screw 5 is withdrawn or turned
backward and the set screw 16 advanced or turned for
ward by the same extent, whereby the screw 15 engaging

the follower. 24 of the hollow shaft 22 causes a relative
rotation between the control shaft 3 and the control shaft

22 and, in turn, between the scale 17 and pointer 25 by
way of the limiting member 13 and coupling 4, 5, 18,
20, 21. As a consequence, the setting shaft 8 of the
auxiliary feed dog assumes a corresponding.angular posi
tion by way of the lever 6, rod 7 and lever 10, in such
a manner as to effect a displacement between the pins or
axes 65 and 67 and to impart a greater feed stroke to the
auxiliary feed dog 9 compared with the stroke of the
main feed dog 31. The adjusted feed stroke differential
between the main and auxiliary feed dogs, or degree of

shirring, respectively, is indicated by the position of the
pointer 25 within the "+" range of the scale 17. In an
analogous manner, in order to effect a stretching of the
material being sewn, the set screw 6 is withdrawn and
the set screw 15 advanced, to cause the setting shaft 8

the limiting member 13 may be utilized to act as mini
mum and maximum stops or adjustments of the feed
stroke of the auxiliary feed dog 9. As an example, if it

is desired for a certain sewing operation to employ a
stroke of the auxiliary feed dog exceeding the stroke of
the main feed dog by say one millimeter, the adjustment
is made in the manner described by setting the screws 15
and 6 with the aid of the scale 17 and pointer 25. As a

the levers 55 and 56 to be subjected to a pure oscillating

movement about the axes of 57 and 59, and to similarly
lating movement about the axes of 65 and 76, respectively.
As a consequence, no motion will be transmitted upon

auxiliary feed dog 9 a lesser feed movement compared
with the feed movement of the main feed dog. 31, in a
manner readily understood from the foregoing. In the
latter case, the absolute feed differential, or degree of
stretching of the material, will be again indicated by the
pointer 25 upon the “-' section of the scale 7: .
According to an improved feature of the invention, the

60

screw 15 may be withdrawn by the desired extent corre
sponding to the additional shirring, whereby to leave a
free space or gap between the pawl 24 and the screw.5
due to the fact that the end of the screw 16 is resiliently

urged against the abutment 24 of pawl 23 by the action
of the coupling spring 36, in the manner described and
pointed out hereinbefore.
In the latter case, it is possible by the provision of
suitable auxiliary control means, Such as a foot pedal and
pull chain attached to a crank upon shaft 8 (not shown),
to rotate the setting shaft 8 of the auxiliary feed dog 9
by the actuation of said pedal or the like control member
to a position corresponding to the desired temporary in
creased feed stroke of the feed dog 9 required to produce
the additional shirring effect on the work operated on,
that is, until the set screw 15 is engaged by the abutment
24 of the follower 23. Upon release of the pedal or the
like control member, the spring 36 acts to restore the
original condition of the parts, that is, with the screw 16.
again engaging the pawl 23.
In order to lock a seam being sewn at its beginning
and/or its end, the direction of feed of the dogs 9 and
31 may be temporarily reversed by depressing the tacking

key or lever 14 against the relatively small force of the
spring 32. As a consequence, there is established a first
continuous coupling path between the key. 14 and the set
ting shaft 30 via the control shaft. 3, the coupling 4, 5,

18, 20, 21, member 13, screws 15, 16, follower 23, shaft
22, levers 26 and 27, rod 28 and lever 29, and a second
coupling path between said key and the setting shaft.8
via the control shaft 3, lever 6, rod 7 and lever 10. As a
consequence, the setting shafts 30 and 8 are rotated syn
chronously to adjust the feed strokes by the control mech
anism via the setting levers 58 and 66, being relatively dis
placed in a Sense opposite to the previously described dis
placement, in such a manner as to operate the feed dogs.
in the reverse direction for the sewing of the tacking

stitches as long as the key, 14 is maintained in the de

pressed position. Upon release of said key, the original
condition for forward stitching is restored by the action
of the spring 32, in a manner readily understood from
the foregoing. .
. .
...
- - - -- In the foregoing the invention has been described in
reference to a specific illustrative device. It will be evi
dent, however, that variations and modifications, as well.
as the substitution of equivalent parts or elements for
those shown herein for illustration, may be made in ac
cordance with the broader spirit and purview of the inven
tion as set forth in the appended claims. The specifica
tion and drawing are accordingly to be regarded in an
illustrative rather than in a restrictive sense.
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stroke differential between the main and auxiliary feed
dogs indicated by said scale and pointer, while affording a
simultaneous equal adjustment of the main feed strokes
by said control means, substantially independently of the

We claim:

1. A Sewing machine having main and auxiliary feed
dogs and setting shafts therefor, and a feed Stroke con
trol and indicator mechanism for controlling the feed
strokes in accordance with the respective angular posi
tions of said shafts, said mechanism comprising a pair of
rotatable concentric control shafts, motion-transmitting
means connecting each of said control shafts with one
of said setting shafts, a first adjusting member mounted
upon one of said control shafts, a second adjusting mem
ber mounted upon the other of said control shafts, means
to adjust and lock said members in varying relative angul
lar positions of said control shafts, to effect a differential
feed by said dogs in either sense from an existing equal
main feed stroke adjustment thereof, and cooperating scale
indicator means carried by said first and second members,
to indicate the feed stroke differential set thereby, and
means to independently adjust the angular position of one
of said control shafts, to simultaneously vary the main
feed stroke of said dogs substantially independently of
the differential feed set by said members.
2. Feed stroke control and indicator mechanism as
claimed in claim , said first member consisting of an
extension of said first control shaft forming an abutment,
and said second member consisting of an extension of
said second control shaft, adjustable set screw means
mounted upon said last-mentioned extension and engaging
said abutment, and resilient means to urge said screw
means against said abutment.
3. Feed stroke control and indicator mechanism as
claimed in claim , said first member consisting of an
extension of said first control shaft forming an abutment,
and said second member consisting of a limiting member
mounted upon said second control shaft and having a pair

5 feed differential set.

6. Feed stroke control and indicator mechanism as

O

25

of parallel extensions, and a pair of aligned set screws
adjustably mounted in said last-mentioned extensions and
engaging the opposite sides of said abtument.
4. Feed stroke control and indicator mechanism as .
claimed in claim 3, said set Screws and first member being
adjustable to effect a varying positive and negative differ 40
ential feed stroke adjustment of the auxiliary feed dog
relative to the main feed dog, substantially independently
of and within a predetermined range of the main feed
stroke adjustment of said dogs.
5. A sewing machine having main and auxiliary feed
dogs and main and auxiliary setting shafts therefor, and
a feed stroke control and indicator mechanism for con
trolling the feed strokes in accordance with the respective
angular positions of Said shafts, said mechanism com
prising a first rotatable control shaft, a second hollow 50
rotatable control shaft mounted upon said first control
shaft, motion-transmitting means connecting each of said
control shafts, with one of said setting shafts, to effect a
Synchronous adjustment of the respective control and
setting shafts, and feed dogs associated therewith, control 55
means to adjust said main setting shaft, a first radial ex
tension of one of said control shafts forming an abutment
and terminating in an indicating pointer, a limiting mem
ber mounted upon the other of said control shafts and
Supporting a scale arranged for cooperation with said 60
pointer, set screw means adjustably mounted upon said
member in line with said abutment, and spring means
coupling said main and auxiliary setting shafts, to urge
said set screw means against said abutment, whereby to
effect a relative angular setting between said setting shafts 65
by adjustment of said set screw means to control the feed

claimed in claim 5, said limiting member having a pair
of extensions and said set screw means being comprised
of a first set screw each mounted in one of said exten
sions and engaging one face of said abutment.
7. A sewing machine of the type having main and aux
iliary feed dogs and main and auxiliary setting shafts
therefor, and a feed stroke control and indicator mecha
nism for controlling the main and auxiliary feed strokes
in accordance with the respective angular positions of said
shafts, said mechanism comprising a first rotatable con
trol shaft, a second rotatable hollow concentric control
shaft mounted upon said first control shaft, linkage means
connecting each of said control shafts with one of said
setting shafts, to effect a synchronous adjustment of the
respective control and setting shafts and feed dogs asso
ciated therewith, control means to adjust said main setting
shaft, an extension of one of said control shafts forming
an abutment and terminating in an indicating pointer, a
U-shaped limiting member having a central portion
mounted upon the other of said control shafts and having
a pair of arms embracing said abutment, a scale carried
by said limiting member for cooperation with said pointer,
a pair of aligned set screws mounted in said arms and ar
ranged to engage the opposite face of said abutment,
whereby to effect a relative angular adjustment of said
setting shafts by adjustment of said screws, to control the
differential feed stroke between said feed dogs as indicated
by said scale and pointer, while affording a simultaneous
equal adjustment of the main feed strokes of said dogs

by said control means substantially independently of the
differential feed stroke adjustment.
8. In differential feed stroke and indicator mechanism

as claimed in claim 7, a coupling spring between said
main and auxiliary setting shafts, and a biasing spring
operably associated with said control means, the action
of said biasing spring being opposed to the action of said
coupling spring in respect to the action of the springs on
said auxiliary setting shaft.
9. In differential feed stroke control and indicator mech
anism as claimed in claim 7, said limiting member having
a central stop and being rotatably mounted upon said
other control shaft and connected thereto by a yielding
coupling comprising a follower pawl extending from said
last-mentioned control shaft, a pair of parallel overload
lugs pivoted at one end upon said member, and a spring
connecting the free ends of said lugs, to urge said lugs
into a central position of engagement with both the oppo

site sides of said pawl and said stop.

10. Differential feed control and indicator mechanism

as claimed in claim 9, including further control means
to temporarily rotate said first control shaft to a position

to effect a reversal of the feed movement of both said
feed dogs by way of said control and setting shafts, re
spectively.
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